We introduce a new algorithm for joint inversion of body wave and surface wave data to get better 3-D P wave (V p ) and S wave (V s ) velocity models by taking advantage of the complementary strengths of each data set. Our joint inversion algorithm uses a one-step inversion of surface wave traveltime measurements at different periods for 3-D V s and V p models without constructing the intermediate phase or group velocity maps. This allows a more straightforward modeling of surface wave traveltime data with the body wave arrival times. We take into consideration the sensitivity of surface wave data with respect to V p in addition to its large sensitivity to V s , which means both models are constrained by two different data types. The method is applied to determine 3-D crustal V p and V s models using body wave and Rayleigh wave data in the Southern California plate boundary region, which has previously been studied with both double-difference tomography method using body wave arrival times and ambient noise tomography method with Rayleigh and Love wave group velocity dispersion measurements. Our approach creates self-consistent and unique models with no prominent gaps, with Rayleigh wave data resolving shallow and large-scale features and body wave data constraining relatively deeper structures where their ray coverage is good. The velocity model from the joint inversion is consistent with local geological structures and produces better fits to observed seismic waveforms than the current Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) model.
Introduction
Seismic tomography using body waves or surface waves has proven to be one of the most important and useful tools in investigating the structure of the Earth at local, regional, and global scales [e.g., Simons et al., 1999; Ritzwoller et al., 2001; Zhang and Thurber, 2003; Li et al., 2008; Lebedev and van der Hilst, 2008; Yao et al., 2010] . Ray-based traveltime tomography using body wave arrival times has been popular and effective because of its simplicity in theory and low computational requirements. However, it has drawbacks besides its high-frequency approximation. On the one hand, the shallow part of the model generally cannot be resolved well since there are not enough crossing rays. On the other hand, due to the limited quantity and lower quality of S wave observations caused by the contamination of the direct S wave arrival by P wave coda or other converted phases, the V s model tends to have lower resolution and greater uncertainty than that of the V p model. This makes the direct comparison between V p and V s models challenging.
Surface wave tomography based on ambient noise has been widely used to investigate regional crustal structure in the past decade [e.g., Shapiro et al., 2005; Sabra et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2008] using a period band of 5-40 s. Moreover, recent studies show that shorter period (∼1 s, using station spacing of ∼20 km or less) surface waves can also be retrieved from ambient noise cross correlation [e.g., Picozzi et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2010; Young et al., 2011; Pilz et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013; Shirzad and Shomali, 2014] . Because the depth sensitivity depends on frequency, shorter period surface waves are more sensitive to the near-surface velocity and are thus particularly useful to resolve shallow V s structure.
Separate inversions using body wave or surface wave data cannot provide a unified model that can fit both data sets, because of the resolution gap due to different data sensitivities. New inversion schemes that can fit both body wave and surface wave data have been proposed in order to take advantage of the complementary sensitivities of both data sets, allowing to produce more unified models of Earth structure. Such joint inversions have been done on a global scale [e.g., Woodhouse and Dziewonski, 1984; Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000; Antolik et al., 2003; Lebedev and van der Hilst, 2008] , on a regional scale [e.g., Friederich, 2003; West et al., 2004; Obrebski et al., 2012; Schmid et al., 2008; Nunn et al., 2014a] , and on a local scale [Zhang et al., 2014; Syracuse et al., 2015] . Alternatively, using the V s model from surface wave tomography as a starting model can help improve the final results for teleseismic tomography [e.g., Rawlinson and Fishwick, 2012; Nunn et al., 2014b] . Jointly inverting surface wave dispersion and body wave data has also been used in exploration geophysics to resolve laterally varying layered models better [Boiero and Socco, 2014] .
In the joint inversion scheme of Zhang et al. [2014] , surface wave dispersion measurements are only used to invert for V s while V p is obtained from inversion of body wave arrival times. In addition, the joint inversion scheme adopts the two-step approach in which phase or group velocity maps are first obtained from surface wave dispersion data and then a series of 1-D V s profiles are solved at discrete grid nodes. Thus, the two-step strategy is not a straightforward way for a joint inversion of surface wave and body wave data to produce a 3-D model. Adjoint tomography can take advantage of the whole waveform information, but it is still computationally expensive [Tape et al., 2009 ].
Here we propose a new joint inversion method to invert body wave arrival times and surface wave traveltime data, which avoids the above mentioned issues. Our joint inversion scheme combines pertinent aspects of the double-difference (DD) method of Zhang and Thurber [2003] for body wave arrival time inversion and the one-step surface wave inversion of Fang et al. [2015] . Compared to the joint inversion scheme of Zhang et al. [2014] , the new method incorporates sensitivity of surface wave data with respect to V p in addition to V s . Therefore, the new method can improve the V s model and shallow V p model at the same time due to the fact that short-period Rayleigh wave measurements have relatively large sensitivity to V p in the shallow crust [Lin et al., 2014] . To show its utility, we apply the joint inversion method to body wave arrival time data from Allam and Ben-Zion [2012] and Rayleigh wave traveltime data obtained from ambient noise cross correlation from Zigone et al. [2015] in the Southern California plate boundary region.
Methodology
In this section, we first describe the inversions using only body wave arrival times or surface wave traveltime measurements and then followed by the joint inversion strategy using both data sets.
Body Wave Arrival Time Tomography
The body wave inversion is based on regional-scale double-difference (DD) tomography, which uses pseudobending ray tracing to calculate the traveltimes and raypaths between source-receiver pairs, and which inverts simultaneously for 3-D velocity variations and seismic event hypocenters using both absolute and differential arrival times [Zhang and Thurber, 2003] . The linearized DD tomography equation can be written in a matrix form [Zhang and Thurber, 2006] as 10.1002 dispersion data in areas with complex structure [Fang et al., 2015] . The traveltime perturbation at each frequency with respect to a reference model for the path i is given by
where t obs i ( ) is the observed surface wave traveltime, t i ( ) is the calculated traveltime from a reference model that can be updated in the inversion, ik is the bilinear interpolation coefficients along the raypath associated with the ith traveltime data and the phase (or group) velocity C k ( ) and its perturbation C k ( ) of the kth 2-D surface grid point at the frequency , respectively. Using 1-D depth kernels of Rayleigh wave phase or group velocity data to compressional velocity (V p ), shear velocity (V s ), and density ( ) at each surface grid node, we can rewrite equation (2) as
where Θ k represents the 1-D reference model at the kth surface grid point on the surface and
and k (z j ) are the compression velocity, shear velocity, and mass density at the jth depth grid node, respectively. J is the number of grid points in the depth direction, and the number of total grid points of the 3-D model is N = KJ. The linearized equation of one-step surface wave inversion can be written as
where
, and G SW are sensitivity matrices of surface wave traveltime data with respect to V p , V s , and density, respectively; m p , m s , and are perturbations to V p , V s , and density; and d SW is the surface wave traveltime residuals at different frequencies. Following Fang et al. [2015] , we used an empirical polynomial relationship between V p and density [Brocher, 2005, equation (1)] to relate the sensitivity of surface wave data with respect to density to V p . As a result, equation (4) can be rewritten as
where R = ∑ n n n V n−1 p and n represent the fitting polynomial coefficients between V p and density. For simplicity, we did not consider the topography effect in surface wave inversion by assuming all stations to be on the average flat surface. But it should be possible to make an approximate correction for topography for surface waves by using a more sophisticated ray tracing approach that includes topography as a deformed "sheet."
Joint Inversion
With the above formulations it is straightforward to combine the surface wave data with the body wave data into a single framework. Specifically, we combine equations (1) and (5) into a single matrix for joint inversion as follows:
where is the weight used to balance the two data types to prevent the results from being dominated by either one. Choosing an appropriate weight between the two data sets is nontrivial, however, due to the fact that they are sensitive to different parts of the model space and because the noise levels for different data types are different and in most cases unknown. This can be addressed by using the variances of the two data sets to normalize the objective function to avoid one data set controlling the joint inversion [Julia et al., 2000; Obrebski et al., 2012] . Zhang et al. [2014] used a trade-off analysis strategy to find an optimal weight value that corresponds to a model fitting both data sets equally well. However, this strategy is not efficient because of the large number of weights that need to be tested. In our case, it is easier to choose a reasonable weight because both data sets are in terms of time. For our joint inversion scheme we need to estimate the data variances of the two data sets and then normalize them.
Moreover, the joint inversion system in equation (6) is generally ill conditioned. Therefore, we adopted a smoothing regularization method to stabilize the inversion [Aster et al., 2013] . In addition, because the V p /V s ratio model derived from the V p and V s models could vary greatly beyond the reasonable ranges, we also add a constraint on the V p /V s ratio. The regularized inversion system is as follows:
where L is the model smoothing operator, and 1 , 2 , and 3 are the weighting parameters balancing data fitting and model regularization terms, respectively. L is usually chosen as the first-or second-order spatial derivative operator. m s and m p are the V s and V p models from a previous iteration, and is the reference V p /V s ratio. Note that the last row in equation (7) is basically (m p + Δm p ) = (m s + Δm s ), which prevents V p /V s from becoming unrealistically small or large; can be chosen based on a priori information about V p /V s in the study area. 1 , 2 , and 3 can be chosen using the L-curve method [Aster et al., 2013] . Equation (7) is solved for model perturbations M ( H, m p , m s ) using the LSMR algorithm, which is based on Golub-Kahan bidiagonalization and can converge faster than the commonly used LSQR [Fong and Saunders, 2011] . Then the new reference model M i+1 for (i+1)th iteration can be obtained by
which is used for computing surface wave phase or group velocity maps and updating new raypaths for surface waves at each period. The body wave paths are also updated from the newly obtained velocity model. The process is repeated until further reduction of the residual variances for both data sets is insignificant.
Application to the Southern California Plate Boundary Region
We applied our joint inversion method to the Southern California plate boundary region using body wave data from Allam and Ben-Zion [2012] and Rayleigh wave data from Zigone et al. [2015] (Figure 1 ). The body wave data include 203,996 P and 45,511 S wave phase picks from 5493 events recorded at 139 stations, and 249,373 differential times computed from the phase picks. Figure 1 shows the distribution of stations and earthquakes, as well as the topography and major faults in the study region. The Rayleigh wave data set includes 30,377 group traveltimes with periods ranging from 3 to 12 s between stations shown in Figure 1 , which are extracted from ambient noise cross correlation using the modified preprocessing procedure of Poli et al. [2013] . Rayleigh waves within this period range are mostly sensitive to V s , but at shallow depth the sensitivity to V p is not insignificant (Figure 2 ). In the current joint inversion system, we do not consider azimuthal anisotropy, although it has been shown there exists strong azimuthal anisotropy in the study region [Zigone et al., 2015] . Love wave group traveltimes are not included in the inversion since they are more sensitive to the azimuthal anisotropy than the Rayleigh wave. For the joint inversion, the study region is meshed with 94 by 73 grid nodes with an interval of 0.03 ∘ in both latitude and longitude, and the grid nodes in depth are positioned at − . We jointly solve for V p , V s , and earthquake hypocenters based on equation (7) and set as 1.73 (that is, a Poisson solid). The weighting parameter in equation (7) is chosen to be 0.3 based on
following the strategy of Julia et al. [2000] , where N p , N s , and N SW are the number of P arrival times, S arrival times, and surface wave traveltimes, respectively; p , s , and SW are the estimated uncertainty for each data set, respectively. In our case, the estimated uncertainty in body wave P arrival time is about 0.05 s, 0.11 s for S arrival time, and 1.3 s for surface wave data [Allam and Ben-Zion, 2012; Zigone et al., 2015] . We chose the values of 1 and 2 as 100 and 3 as 80 for the joint inversion system through a trade-off analysis. Figure 3 shows the final V p and V s models at different depths, which are generally consistent with Allam and Ben-Zion [2012] and Zigone et al. [2015] . At shallow depths, we observe clear velocity contrasts across the major faults. Across the San Jacinto Fault Zone (SJFZ), in the depth slice of 3 km, both the V p and V s models show the right-lateral offset of two high-velocity bodies. The San Andreas Fault (SAF) is marked by slow seismic Figure 8 . Horizontal slices of V p at depths of 2, 6, and 10 km from (a, e, i) joint inversion, (b, f, j) separate inversion using body waves only, (c, g, k) separate inversion using Rayleigh waves only, and (d, h, l) from CVM-H [Shaw et al., 2015] .
wave propagation in the top 5 km, which is more evident in zones of structural complexity located to the eastern edge of the study region (Figures 3a, 3b, 3d , and 3e). The Salton Trough is associated with low-velocity anomalies at shallow depths <7 km but high-velocity anomalies at greater depths. Velocities are higher to the southeast of the Elsinore Fault (EF). Cross sections perpendicular to the fault strike reveal velocity contrasts across the EF, SJFZ, and SAF (Figure 4 ). The locations of relocated events are (within tens of meters) similar to those of Allam and Ben-Zion [2012] . These events are generally vertically distributed and associated with relatively high velocity zones.
Discussion
We have developed a joint inversion method to invert body wave and surface wave data simultaneously for 3-D V p and V s models. As expected, the V p and V s models produced by the joint inversion do not fit the individual data set as well as the models produced by separate inversions of body wave and surface wave data, but the differences are small ( Figure 5 ).
Checkerboard resolution tests are used to investigate the performance of our algorithm (relative to separate inversions of the data sets) and provide a qualitative assessment of model resolution. We first construct a checkerboard model with alternating high-and low-velocity anomalies with horizontal dimensions of about Figure 9 . Horizontal slices of V s at depths of 2, 6, and 10 km from (a, e, i) joint inversion, (b, f, j) separate inversion using body waves only, (c, g, k) separate inversion using Rayleigh waves only, and (d, h, l) from CVM-H [Shaw et al., 2015] .
25 by 25 km. Then we calculate body wave traveltimes and raypaths by the pseudobending ray tracing method and compute the traveltimes for Rayleigh waves with FMM using the 2-D group velocity maps at each period. Uniformly distributed random noise is added to P wave arrival times within the range of 0.05 s, to S wave arrival times within the range of 0.11 s, and to the surface wave traveltimes within the range of 1.3 s. The same inversion strategy is applied to the synthetic data to recover the checkerboard models. Figures 6 and 7 show comparisons of recovered checkerboard patterns for V p and V s models at the depth slice of 7 km and in cross section D-D' using only body wave arrival times, only Rayleigh wave data, and both data sets. This comparison shows that the incorporation of Rayleigh wave data greatly improves V s model resolution compared to the case of using only body wave data. At 7 km depth (Figure 6 ), the V s model is poorly resolved by S wave arrival times. This is also the case at shallow depths due to sparse ray coverage (Figure 7) . By using both body wave and Rayleigh wave data, the V s model is better resolved from shallow to deep regions. The resolution for the V p model at shallow depths is somewhat better in the joint inversion than the separate body wave inversion ( Figure 7 ). This is because the short-period surface wave data also has some sensitivity to V p (Figure 2 ). At depth larger than 5 km the V p model is mainly resolved by P wave arrival times, thus the V p model resolutions Figure 10 . Vertical slices of V p through cross sections DD' , FF' , and GG' from (a-c) joint inversion, (d-f ) separate inversion using body waves only, (g-i) separate inversion using Rayleigh waves only, and (j-l) from CVM-H [Shaw et al., 2015] . The locations of the cross sections are plotted in Figure 1 .
in this region are comparable to separate inversion using only body wave arrival times. For the V s model, even if it is well resolved by Rayleigh wave traveltimes alone, the inclusion of body wave arrival times does improve its resolution, especially at depths greater than 7 km (Figures 6 and 7) .
Figures 8 and 9 compare the horizontal slices of V p and V s models at different depths from separate and joint inversions. For the region between the shoreline and the EF, the resolution of V p variations from the body wave only inversion is because there are very few earthquakes there. In comparison, the corresponding resolution of V p variations in the joint inversion increases due to the availability of the Rayleigh wave data and its sensitivity to V p at shallow depths. The high V p anomaly revealed by the joint inversion for the region between the shoreline and EF corresponds to the Peninsular Ranges batholith [Barak et al., 2015] . The resolution of V s variations from the joint inversion is high, which is to be expected because both the body wave and surface wave data have significant sensitivity to V s . For example, at 2 km depth, the low V s features at the intersection of the SJF and SAF as well as around the Salton Trough are more evident from the joint inversion than body wave only inversion (Figure 9 ). Along the SAF, the low V s anomaly associated with the fault zone is more concentrated around the Salton Trough by the joint inversion than the surface wave only inversion. Compared to the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) Community Velocity Model-Harvard (CVM-H 15.1.0, hereafter called CVM-H), which includes full 3-D waveform tomographic results [Shaw et al., 2015] , our joint inversion model generally shows similar but sharper features (Figures 8 and 9 ). Figures 10 and 11 show cross sections of V p and V s models inverted from separate and joint inversions.
In general, our joint inversion V p and V s models show clear velocity contrasts across various faults. At 2 km depth, the inversion results reveal two high-velocity anomalies with similar size that are shifted horizontally along the SJF. The Salton Trough is associated with a low-velocity anomaly above 7 km and a high-velocity anomaly below 10 km, which can be explained by crustal thinning [Fuis et al., 1984; Lachenbruch et al., 1985 ].
In the cross sections, the earthquakes associated with the EF and SJFZ are generally vertically distributed (Figure 4 ), indicating the two faults dip vertically.
Both the checkerboard tests and the real data applications show that incorporation of Rayleigh waves can improve the V p model at shallow depths, in spite of its small sensitivity. Compared to the V p model from body wave only inversion, joint inversion incorporating surface wave data improves the V s model because of the larger sensitivity of the data to V s . For the Southern California plate boundary region, our final shear velocity model from the joint inversion is dominated by surface wave data at shallow depths (<5 km), while it is mostly controlled by body wave data at greater depths.
As a validation test, we simulate the seismic wavefield for a M4.7 earthquake (11 March 2013) using the spectral element method [Komatitsch and Tromp, 1999] . We perform two separate simulations, producing synthetic velocity seismograms for the jointly inverted model presented and for the CVM-H [Shaw et al., 2015] . The employed discretization provides numerical accuracy up to 5 Hz. For both models, we quantify the misfit by measuring the cross-correlation delay times and correlation coefficient of the synthetic seismograms compared to the recorded data. Figure 12 shows a comparison of three different waveforms: the data, synthetic waveforms produced by the joint inversion model, and those produced by the CVM-H. For all stations considered, the joint inversion model modestly but consistently outperforms the CVM-H in terms of matching the recorded data. Both models generally fit the recorded P and S waves well but fail to match late-arriving high-amplitude phases at more distant stations.
Conclusions
We present a new joint inversion method for simultaneous inversion of body wave and surface wave data for 3-D variations in V p and V s . Our joint inversion scheme, which combines concepts from the DD tomography of Zhang and Thurber [2003] and the one-step surface wave inversion method of Fang et al. [2015] , makes it straightforward to combine body wave arrival times and surface wave data into a single inversion system. A weighting scheme taking into account the quality and quantity of the two data types is used to balance the fitting of the respective data sets. Compared to the body wave only inversion, the synthetic checkerboard test shows that the joint inversion resolves the V s model better because of the incorporation of Rayleigh wave data. Furthermore, the very shallow V p structure can also be improved due to the sizable sensitivity to compressional velocity of the short-period surface wave data. As a proof of concept, we applied our method to the Southern California plate boundary region to obtain internally consistent 3-D models of V p and V s . The joint inversion results show that both the V p and the V s variations are better constrained than by separate inversions of body wave arrival time data or Rayleigh wave data. The validation with wavefield simulation shows that the jointly inverted model modestly but consistently outperforms CVM-H in terms of both phase and amplitude. Our jointly inverted model improves the ability of simulating earthquake waveforms and is helpful for a better understanding of the regional geology and could serve as a more appropriate starting model for full waveform tomography.
